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ABSTRACT

NOMENCLATURE

The paper outlines the development of a new
radial fan family for performing relatively high flow
rate for gases laden with solid impurities in
technological processes. The paper presents the
conceptual preliminary design of the fan family,
based on theoretical considerations and empirical
guidelines from the literature. The target point of fan
design, representing the actual demands by
customers on the fan market, was identified on the
Cordier diagram. The results of preliminary design
have iteratively been refined with involvement of
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), the details of
which are discussed in the paper, with special regard
to flow features being characteristic for this special
fan family. The challenging design assignment of
finding an aerodynamic compromise between a) the
blade geometry customized to the contaminated gas
and high specific flow rate, and b) a sufficiently high
fan efficiency being in accordance with legislative
measures, was successfully solved. A test sample fan
was manufactured, and was tested via global
measurements. Representative details of the
measurements of the fan characteristic and efficiency
curves are presented and evaluated in the paper. The
potential Industry 4.0 features of the members of the
new fan family, being treated as candidates of smart
fans operated in smart air technical systems in smart
factories, are outlined in the paper.

Latin symbols
A
[m2]
flow cross-section
AR
[-]
aspect ratio of rotor blading
B
[m]
fan rotor width (axial extension)
c
[m/s] absolute velocity
D
[m]
fan rotor diameter
Dref
[m]
reference diameter
N
[-]
rotor blade count
n
[1/s]
rotor speed
nref
[1/s]
reference speed
P
[W]
useful aerodynamic performance
PM
[W]
shaft input power
Δpt
[Pa]
total pressure rise
qv
[m3/s] volume flow rate
u
[m/s] circumferential velocity
ut
[m/s] rotor tip circumferential velocity
vref
[m/s] reference velocity
t
[C°]
gas temperature
Greek symbols
δ
[-]
diameter factor
η
[-]
fan total efficiency
ρ
[kg/m3] gas density
σ
[-]
speed factor

[-]
flow coefficient

[-]
total pressure coefficient
Subscripts and superscripts
*
blade-passage-averaged data
1
rotor inlet
2
rotor outlet
A
axial flow fan
D
design point
IS
isentropic (ideal, inviscid)
max
maximum
R
radial flow fan
t
rotor blade tip
u
tangential component
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1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
The layout of fans is basically customized to
demands being specific to the particular industrial
applications. Fans applied in industrial air
technology and ventilation often serve for fulfilling
tasks for which the fluid being transported contains
particles of solid contaminants, e.g. dust [1]. The
particle-laden flow is usually associated with
increased pressure loss in the elements of the air
technical system connected to the fan. Furthermore,
the system usually incorporates a dust separation
equipment, e.g. [2], representing a relatively high
pressure loss. In order to cover the demand of
relatively high fan pressure rise winning over the
aforementioned sources of pronounced pressure
drop, the usual type of fan applied for particle-laden
gas flows is a radial flow fan, e.g. [3].
If the introduction of the solid particles into the
fan cannot be avoided for technological reasons, the
particles represent a risk of abrasion and deposit
formation on the rotor blades and on their
surroundings, such as the front and back walls of the
rotor. Such risk potentially leads to rotor imbalance
as well as deterioration of fan performance and life
cycle. As a first-hand guideline for minimizing such
unfavourable effects, the flow deflection inside the
fan rotor is to be limited. By such means, the
inclination of the particles to leave the curved flow
paths and to attach on the solid surfaces can be
moderated. Radial fan rotors with backward-leaned
blades tends to exhibit a moderate flow deflection in
comparison to forward-leaned blades. Therefore,
radial fans with rotors of backward-leaned blades,
e.g. [4], tend to be the most widespread in
transportation of dusty gas flows, forming the focus
of the present paper.
In order to further improve the resistance of the
fan against dust load, it is to be emphasized that it is
mainly the rotor blades that are exposed to strong
effects of abrasion and deposition. Therefore, an
appropriate design of rotor blade layout provides a
potential for improvement of dust resistance. One
principal option to keep mostly away the granular
material from the blade surfaces can be carried out
by intentional realization of flow separation zones in
the vicinity of the blades. A classic example for such
layout is when straight, radially aligned blades, e.g.
[5-7], are applied in transportation of dusty gas,
exhibiting massive flow separation regions within
the blade passages. However, flow separation is
detrimental from the perspective of the energy
efficiency of the fan. Attention is to be drawn to the
fact that nowadays’ industrial fans are to correspond
to the minimum efficiency requirements established
in the 327/2011/EU Fan Regulation [8]. Considering
only rotors with backward-leaned blades from this
point onwards, one possibility for moderating the
dust-sensitivity of the blades is to moderate their
camber, i.e. to moderate their concavity. By such
means, the inclination of the dust to be deposited

over the concave blade sections tends to be reduced.
Straight, i.e. uncambered backward-leaned blades,
e.g. [6], provide a sort of “self-cleaning” geometry,
i.e. the developing deposit layer can migrate along
the blade chord, and can thus be evacuated from time
to time out of the blade passages. However, applying
straight blades, instead of curved blades [4, 9-10] of
advanced aerodynamic design, tends to be associated
with separation of the blade boundary layer, thus
deteriorating the efficiency.
Szellőző Művek Kft., termed from this point
onwards as Company in the paper, has been engaged
in developing a new radial fan family for handling
dusty gases with an increased resistance against dust
load. This operational requirement has been coupled
with demands and orders by industrial customers
prescribing a relatively high volume flow rate, as will
be illustrated with quantitative data taken from
industrial examples. As detailed in the next section,
the demand of increased specific flow rate tends to
result in preliminary blade design in an increase of
the relative outlet width of the rotor, B2/D2.
Furthermore, in order to adapt the rotor inlet
geometry to the increased specific flow rate, a
moderation of rotor outer-to-inner diameter ratio
D2/D1 is to be carried out in preliminary design,
resulting in a moderation of the relative blade height
(D2-D1)/D2 as well. The aforementioned trends
suggest that the aspect ratio of rotor blading, AR =
[(D2-D1)/2]/B2 tends to be remarkably reduced. Such
moderated AR represents that the outward flow
deflection and pressure rise within the rotor,
associated with adverse streamwise pressure
gradients, is to be realized within a confined space,
thus increasing the risk of flow separation over both
the front wall of the rotor and along the rotor blades.
In order to act against adverse pressure gradients in
fluids engineering equipments, e.g. [11], and thus,
controlling boundary layer separation for loss
reduction, easily adaptable passive flow control
techniques, e.g. [12-13], are beneficial.
In order to simultaneously fulfil the
aforementioned demands by the industrial
customers, being so far uncovered by commercially
available products of the Company, the paper
presents the outline of developing a new fan family.
The new fan product family, termed as LDL fan
family, has been developed by the Company in
collaboration with the Department of Fluid
Mechanics (DFM), Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering, Budapest University of Technology
and Economics. The multilevel, iterative product
development process incorporated preliminary
design considerations, Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD), and prototype testing via global
measurements at the premises of the firm. The paper
is structured in accordance with these
methodological steps. The following work phases
were carried out by DFM: preliminary design; design
refinements incorporating the evaluation of CFD
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results; participation in the experimental tests;
evaluation of measurement results.
In lack of any allowances of going into details of
long-term and costly basic research, the presented
project was dedicated to a robust, cost-effective, and
time-effective fulfilment of prescribed practical
demands, thus having a new and competitive fan
family made available on the market in a relatively
short timespan. In this view, the development
process demonstrates a new combination of already
known, well-established methods in fan design and
analysis. From scientific point of view, the objectives
of the product development process outlined herein
are as follows. These objectives represent the fluids
engineering
challenges
and
engineering
compromises in simultaneous fulfilment of the
following demands, being often contradictory to
each other.
• Development of fan rotor blade geometry with
backward-leaned, straight plate blades, for
increased resistance against dust load, as required
by the industrial customers.
• Development of a fan family with increased
specific flow rate, i.e. increased design flow
coefficient D, enabling a relatively high volume
flow rate even at moderate rotor outlet diameter D2
and/or rotor speed n, according to the specific
industrial demands. By means of limiting D2, the
increase of D serves for a moderation of space
demand and weight of the fan. Furthermore, the
limitation of D2 and/or n results in a reduction of
rotor tip circumferential velocity ut. This is
beneficial from the viewpoint of moderating
rotordynamic load, and gives also a potential for
fan noise reduction, as suggested e.g. by the
guideline [14].
• In accordance with the demand of increased D,
development of an aerodynamically effective rotor
blade geometry with relatively low AR.
• An increased risk of flow separation is foreseen
over the blades as well as on the rotor front wall,
due to the straight plate blading and relatively low
AR. Despite such negative tendencies, a reasonably
high total efficiency η is to be achieved, in order to
guarantee the energy-efficient operation of the fan,
and to fulfil the legislative demand manifested in
the Fan Regulation [8].
• In solving the contradictory demands outlined
above, the a priori available passive flow control
technology, offered by the unavoidably developing
incoming gas jet between the suction cone and the
rotor inlet, is to be systematically and purposefully
exploited.
The product development process outlined
herein resulted in the LDL fan family that has been
made available yet on the market. The public
technical data presented in the paper are restricted for
confidentiality reasons.

2. INDUSTRIAL DEMANDS, AND
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
In
what follows,
preliminary design
considerations are outlined for the radial fan blade
layout performing a relatively high volume flow rate,
i.e.. high specific flow rate, manifested in a relatively
high D value. For this purpose, axial and radial flow
rotors are compared to each other in this section, in a
general and comprehensive manner, pointing to the
substantial operational differences between the two
rotor types. Then, the concept of the radial flow rotor
is further developed for obtaining an increased
specific flow rate.
As shown in Figure 1, comparable axial and
radial flow rotors are considered. They are
comparable in terms of having identical rotor tip
diameters Dt and being driven at identical speed n.
Therefore, the rotor tip circumferential velocity ut is
identical. Furthermore, the absorbed power, i.e. the
mechanical power input PM to the rotor shaft, is also
taken to be equal. The approximation of identical
total efficiencies η = P/ PM implies the equality of the
useful aerodynamic performance P = Δptqv.
Representative points in the flow field at rotor inlet
(1) and outlet (2) are indicated with cross-symbols in
the figure.
For the present comparison, swirl-free inlet to
the rotors is assumed. The Euler equation for
turbomachines [5, 13, 15-16] reads that the isentropic
total pressure rise through the rotor is Δpt IS = ρu2cu2.
Taking blade-passage-averaged data at the rotor
outlet, indicated below with superscript *, Fig. 1
illustrates that the rotor outlet mean circumferential
velocity is higher for the radial flow rotor than that
for the axial rotor: u2R* > u2A*; since u2R*  ut, but
u2A* < ut, taken as an intermediate value between the
hub and tip radii of the annulus for the axial rotor.
Furthermore, the radial flow rotor blading is capable
for performing an increased flow deflection in
tangential direction in comparison to the axial flow
blading, since the trailing edges of its blades are
more inclined toward the circumferential direction
(i.e. the trailing edges make a smaller angle with the
u vector). Considering blade-passage-averaged data
again, this yields cu2R* > cu2A*. Based on the above
discussed two inequalities, the Euler equation reads
Δpt IS R > Δpt IS A. Taking the approximation of equal
hydraulic efficiencies for the two rotors, expressing
the ratio of Δpt/Δpt IS, the above discussion reflects
that the radial flow rotor tends to perform a higher
total pressure rise than the comparable axial rotor:
Δpt R > Δpt A.
Considering identical useful aerodynamic
performances P = Δptqv, the condition Δpt R > Δpt A
implies qv R < qv A, i.e. the radial flow rotor tends to
perform a lower flow rate than the comparable axial
rotor. As Fig. 1 suggests, the particular rotor
geometries are adapted to such diverse flow rategenerating capabilities. The entire annulus cross-
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section of the axial fan is available for flowing
through the blade passages at both inlet and outlet.
Contrarily, the inlet cross-section A1R of the radial
fan is limited by D1., and, by such means, A1R < A1A.
In order to moderate the flow velocity for moderation
of the fluid mechanics loss, such limitation of the
inlet cross-section is associated with a moderation of
the flow rate as well. The outlet cross-section of the
radial rotor, determined by the B2 as well as by the
fixed D2 values, accommodates the design flow rate,
in order to ensure an appropriately limited outlet
velocity for loss moderation.
The trends discussed above, expressed in the
form of equalities and inequalities, are summarized
in Table 1.

Figure 1. A sketch on comparable axial and radial
flow rotors
Table 1. Trends for the comparable axial and
radial flow rotors
Axial
D2A

=

Radial
D2R

nA
PA
u2A*
cu2A*
Δpt A
A1A
qv A

=
=
<
<
<
>
>

nR
PR
u2R*
cu2R*
Δpt R
A1R
qv R

Table 2. Representative data of market demand
survey
qv [m3/h]
7,0103
1,0104
2,9104
7,5104
1,0105
1,2105
1,5105

Δpt [Pa]
400
500
1000
1000
1000
1600
1000

t [C°]
80
35
50
60
170
20
50

As detailed later in this section, the demand by
the industrial customers necessitated the increase of
the D value for the radial fan. In order to increase
the flow rate delivered by the comparable radial
rotor, B2 is to be increased for increasing the rotor
outlet cross-section. This means that the relative
outlet width of the rotor B2/D2 is to be increased in
design. Furthermore, in order to adapt the rotor inlet
cross-section to the increased flow rate, D1 is to be
increased, causing a moderation of the relative blade
height (D2-D1)/D2. Therefore, for an increased D,
the rotor blades become smaller in height and larger
in width, i.e. AR = [(D2-D1)/2]/B2 tends to be
reduced. The reduction of AR poses the following
challenges: a) The outward flow deflection from the
axial inlet toward the radial outlet is to be carried out
within an axially extended but radially confined
space, thus increasing the risk of boundary layer
separation over the rotor front wall. b) Flow turning
realized by the rotor blades in tangential direction is
to be carried out along radially confined blades,
increasing the risk of boundary layer separation
along the blades. A purposeful and careful fan
design, described in the paper, is to treat the
aforementioned challenges.
Table 2 gives an overview of examples for
operational data out of a market demand survey,
representing demands by potential customers
towards the Company. These demands were
uncovered by already existing fans of the Company,
thus initiating the development of the new fan family
presented herein. Therefore, the new fan family aims
at extending the operational ranges coverable by the
products manufactured by the Company, with a
reasonable overlap with the ranges covered by the
already existing machines. The datasets are arranged
in the sequence of increasing flow rate. They span
over more orders of magnitude of flow rate,
suggesting the relevance of developing an entire new
fan family. Based on the table, a design target was to
extend the available product range by a fan family
performing up to the order of magnitude of qv =
1,5105 m3/h, whereas keeping the total pressure rise
within the range of Δpt = 1000-6000 Pa. Further
desirable targets were the following. a) Reduced
noise and vibration by possibly moderating the rotor
tip speed, by means of setting the specific flow rate
to an appropriately large D value. b) Increased
resistance against gases laden by dusty or fibrous
solid components. To this end, the rotor was
instructed by the Company to be designed with
backward-leaned straight, i.e. uncambered, plate
blades. c) Meeting the efficiency criteria set in the
Fan Regulation [8]. Realizing a fairly high efficiency
is a design challenge especially in the case of the
aforementioned straight rotor blades, in the view that
the risk of flow separation is a priori increased in the
low-AR blades as discussed above. Based on the
formulae in [8], a minimum efficiency target of 64 %
to 68 % is dictated in the electric input power range
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of 10 kW to 500 kW. Exceeding this efficiency range,
achieving at least 70 % maximum efficiency was set
as design target, i.e. ηmax  0,70.
The data in Table 2 enable a classic preliminary
design approach [5, 15-16] on the basis of the wellknown diameter factor δ and speed factor σ, being in
direct relationship with design values of flow
coefficient  and total pressure coefficient .
With consideration of gas content as well as
pressure and temperature data in Table 2,
representative values of ρ can be obtained.
Considering each Δpt data in Table 2 as a fictitious
dynamic pressure related to a fictitious reference
velocity vref, such reference velocity can be
calculated for each case in Table 2. Considering each
qv data in Table 2 as volume flow rate of a fictitious
pipe flow at a velocity of vref through a fictitious
circular pipe cross-section Dref2/4, the fictitious
reference diameter Dref can be calculated for each
case. A reference speed nref can also be obtained for
each case, viewing vref as a fictitious circumferential
velocity of solid body rotation at nref at a fictitious
radius of Dref/2, i.e. vref = Dref  nref.
The ratio between the true rotor outlet diameter
and the reference diameter is the diameter factor δ.
The ratio between the true rotor speed and the
reference speed is the speed factor σ.
δ = D2/ Dref

(1)

σ = n/ nref

(2)

Once relevant empirical data are obtained for δ
and σ, the D2 and n characteristics being necessary
for realizing the operational data in Table 2 can
therefore be calculated for each case of specific
market demand. The Cordier diagram [5, 15, 17]
presents empirical [δ, σ] data couples for fans
realizing reasonably high efficiency. According to
the long-term experiences gathered at DFM in
industrial fan design, the following approximate
ranges and correlations are valid for δ and σ for highefficiency radial fans with backward-leaned blades:
2δ4

(3)

σ = 1/ δ

(4)

By taking Eqs. (3) to (8) into account, the
following approximate ranges and values of
dimensionless
operational
coefficients
are
characteristic for high-efficiency radial fans with
backward-leaned blades:  = 0,06…0,25;  = 1,0.
Intermediate calculations were carried out for
the cases in Table 2, in order to establish preliminary
design values of [δ, σ] as well as [, ] for the new
fan family. During these calculations, the following
requirement were taken into consideration. a) The
obtained D2 values are to fit to the Rénard series of
usual rotor diameters [18-19]. b) The necessary rotor
speed n is to be realizable by usually available
means, i.e. either by direct drive using an
asynchronous electric motor, or by using a directdriven asynchronous motor equipped with a
frequency converter, or by using a V-belt indirect
drive. Such intermediate calculations resulted in the
following compromise in the preliminary design
phase: δD = 2,36; σD = 0,42; D = 0,18; D = 1,0.
Figure 2 illustrates the Cordier diagram, e.g. [5, 7,
15, 17], and position of the design [δ, σ] data couple
of the new fan family in the diagram. Representative
zones for various types of turbomachines – not
necessarily covering the entire range of validity in
the figure – are indicated with grey regions. As the
diagram reflects, the new fan family is characterised
by relatively small δD as well as by relatively large
σD values. It is located at the boundary of the radial
fan range, forming a sort of transition towards the
group of mixed-flow fans, usually characterized by
higher D and lower D than radial machines.
Indeed, the diameter factor δD = 2,36 is in the vicinity
of the lower threshold of the usual radial fan range of
2  δ  4, corresponding to a relatively high flow
coefficient D = 0,18 within the usual range of  =
0,06…0,25; thus corresponding to the industrial
demand of increased specific flow rate, as discussed
previously in the paper.

A direct relationship exists between the [δ, σ]
and [, ] data couples enabling high-efficiency
operation. Considering the definitions of the flow
and total pressure coefficients,

 = qv / [(D22/4)ut]

(5)

 = Δpt /

(6)

(ρut2/2)

and substituting ut=D2n, the
relationships can be obtained [5, 15]:

following

δ = 0,25   -0,5

(7)

σ =

(8)

0,5

  -0,75

Figure 2. Cordier diagram, reproduced from [7],
indicating the design point of the new fan family
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3. FAN DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
The preliminary design of each component of
the new fan family – i.e. suction and pressure ducts,
inlet cone, rotor with front and back walls enclosing
the blades, and scroll casing – was carried out in line
with the recommendations originating from the
classic literature [5, 15-16], considering the basic
fluid mechanics principles and turbomachinery laws
documented in references [13, 20]. The design
guidelines and drawings of the already existing LDH
fan family of the Company, proven to be successful
on the market, were taken as a reference and starting
point. Examples for the literature-based preliminary
design guidelines are as follows – considering that
publication of quantitative data is restricted, due to
confidentiality reasons.
N = 12 rotor blades have been designed, in
accordance with the guidelines formulated by
Bommes in [15]. Although such blade count appears
to be relatively high for rotors with backward-leaned
blades, the relatively high blade solidity associated
with the high blade count tends to exhibit the
advantage of moderating the flow separation within
the blade passages; thus improving the efficiency.
In the rotating frame of reference of the rotor, the
angle of rotor-inlet flow with respect to the
circumferential direction has been determined with
consideration of the displacement effect caused by
the blades. Relative to this inflow direction, the inlet
metal angle of the rotor blades was increased by
empirical means for improving the dust-resistance of
the blading, following the recommendation in
Reference [15] after Bommes.
According to the guidelines for designing highefficiency radial fans in [5, 15], the diameter ratio
D2/D1 was set between 1,3 and 2; taking into account
that higher design flow coefficient D tends to
reduce the diameter ratio, as was qualitatively
explained in Sections 1 and 2.
The blade outlet metal angle – relative to the
circumferential direction – and the chord length of
the blades, being results of the prescribed inlet metal
angle and the D2/D1 ratio for the backward-leaned
straight blades, have been in accordance with the
recommendations by Bommes and Eck [5, 15].
In order to assess the appropriateness of the
preliminarily designed fan geometry, and to realize
sensitivity studies on setting the geometrical
parameters, CFD computations were carried out. The
simulations were elaborated in ANSYS Fluent®
software environment, using the frozen rotor model,
e.g. [3-4], in order to rationalize the cost of CFD, in
terms of both computational time and utilization of
computational capacity, for the multiple CFD runs
applied. The applicability of the frozen rotor
approach has been confirmed via making a
comparison with a moving-mesh model in a
representative scenario. A fair agreement has been
experienced between the results obtained using the
frozen rotor model and the moving-mesh model.

The effect of turbulent phenomena was taken
into account using the SST k-ω model, commonly
used in the simulation of rotating machines, e.g. [3,
7]. The accuracy of this turbulence model is
increased by improving the spatial resolution of the
boundary layer along the walls. Therefore, special
care was taken in keeping the first near-wall cells
sufficiently small over the critical solid surfaces,
such as the rotor blades, the rotor front wall, and the
rotor back wall. Hexahedron elements were used for
the mesh, enabling a fair spatial resolution using a
relatively low number of cells. Nearly 15 million
cells were used in the overall model, judged to be
adequate, as grid dependence studies revealed. The
CFD models were validated to global measurement
data on the commercially available LDH fan family,
for which the applied CFD methodology has been
adopted in representative validation scenarios.
In what follows, a few representative CFD
scenarios and results are discussed qualitatively in
exemplary case studies. The geometries presented in
the CFD results represent intermediate phases of the
development, i.e. they differ from the finalized
geometry, due to confidentiality reasons.
Applying uncambered, i.e. straight rotor blades,
as well as having a reduced AR for the rotor blading,
represent simultaneous challenges from the design
perspective of moderating flow separation within the
rotor, in order to achieve a reasonably high
efficiency, conf. [8]. Therefore, the primary goal of
the CFD campaign was to identify separated flow
regions, and to elaborate remedial strategies against
them. The effect of straight blades is discussed first.
The originally blunt leading and trailing edges of the
plate (sheet metal) blades were appropriately
profiled, as a compulsory practice in moderation of
separation from the blades. In accordance with the
literature, e.g. [5], the CFD studies confirmed the
development of separation zones on the suction side
of the blades, due to the straight blade geometry. The
blockage effect due to these flow separation zones
causes a non-uniform, jet-like rotor exit flow,
resulting in the increase of rotor exit loss,
approximated as loss of a Borda-Carnot type sudden
expansion [11, 13] from the jet-like rotor exit flow
cross-sections to the scroll casing. The CFD runs
justified that increasing the blade solidity caused a
suppression of the interblade flow separation, and
thus led to efficiency improvement, predominantly
by reducing the Borda-Carnot type loss. By such
means, the appropriateness of the preliminarily set
blade count of N = 12 has been confirmed. Reducing
the blade count relative to this design value would
result in a deterioration of the efficiency, as CFD
sensitivity studies pointed out. In addition to
choosing the adequate blade count, a suitable fineadjustment of the blade angle was carried out. On
this basis, flow separation from the blade surfaces
has significantly been reduced. Figure 3 shows an
example for the radial velocity distribution within the
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rotor, for a representative intermediate development
phase of the fan. The CFD example is related to Dt =
1,60 m; n = 950 1/min; ut = 79,6 m/s; design flow
rate. In the figure, zones of negative radial velocity
are indicators of reverse flow within the regions of
flow separation. One of such reverse flow zones is
labelled in the figure for illustration. As the figure
suggests, flow separation from the blades is an
inevitable consequence of applying straight blades;
however, the CFD-aided careful design process
resulted in a significant suppression of such
separation.

Figure 3. CFD representation of radial velocity
within the rotor: an example.
During preliminary design, the geometry of the
suction cone, as well as the geometry of the front
wall of the rotor was prescribed following the
guidelines in the literature [5, 15-16]. The
preliminary design incorporated selection and
harmonization of rounding radii applied to the
suction cone and to the rotor inlet section. Even by
setting such suction cone and front wall geometry,
considered as favourable by empirical means, the
CFD analyses revealed a separation zone over the
conical front wall of the rotor, due to the relatively
low blade AR, corresponding to a drastic outward
flow deflection within the front region of the rotor. A
high-loss zone was also recognized during the CFD
campaign in the zone close downstream of the fitting
between the suction cone and the rotor, for certan
geometrical varieties. Another consequence of
increased rotor width is the non-uniformity of
velocity inlet to the blading, as indicated by the CFD
studies. As remedial strategy against all of the
aforementioned adverse effects, the concept of
passive boundar layer control was selected, utilizing
the a priori and inevitably occurring leakage flow
between the suction cone and the rotor front wall.
Such leakage flow develops from the high-pressure
zone of rotor outlet toward the gap between the
suction cone and the rotor front wall, within the
scroll casing, and therefore, is primarily the adverse
manifestation of volumetric loss. However, such
leakage flow, appearing in the form of a concentrated
high-momentum jet incoming at the periphery of the

rotor inlet, may be exploited for energizing the
boundary layer, thus moderating the extension of
flow separation, and promoting flow reattachment
[13]. The efficiency-increasing benefit of such
boundary layer control may significantly dominate
over the efficiency-reducing effect of volumetric
loss.
According to the above, the geometry and size
of the gap between the suction cone and the front
wall of the rotor was treated with special care. In
preliminary design of the gap geometry, the
empirical correlations available in the literature [5]
between the available maximum fan efficiency and
the gap-to-D2 size ratio were considered. After
preliminary design, the geometrical arrangement and
size of the gap were refined via CFD-aided
campaigns. Figures 4 and 5 provide two CFD
examples for tested intermediate geometries of gap
layouts during the development process. The
conditions of investigation are as written for Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 is an example in which the suction cone outlet
and the rotor inlet are coaxial cylindrical surfaces,
and a radial gap is set in between them. The figure
indicates a boundary layer separation zone over the
introductory section of the divergent part of the rotor
front wall. Such separation zone extends also into the
blading. The above suggest that the incoming
leakage flow was unable to significantly contributing
to remediating such separation phenomenon. Fig. 5
presents another example for the CFD-aided gap
design, in an intermediate development phase. Here,
the rotor suction cone represents a convergentdivergent cross-section, and the gap between the
suction cone and the rotor front wall has been shifted
to the outlet of the divergent section of the suction
cone, fitting to the nearly conical front wall of the
rotor. In this case, the incoming sloped leakage flow
tends to eliminate fully the flow separation over the
suction cone; the separating region is confined to the
front part of the rotor blading.

Figure 4. An example for a CFD test on a radial
gap between the suction cone and the rotor front
wall. Part of the meridional section. Radial
velocity distribution.
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Figure 5. An example for a CFD test on a modified
inlet and gap geometry. Part of the meridional
section. Radial velocity distribution.
The CFD-aided design of the gap was a
challenge in realizing a compromise between the
following trends. a) The gap is to be reasonably small
for enabling a sufficiently high volumetric
efficiency. b) The gap is not be too small, in order to
avoid the necessity for excessive strictness of
manufacturing tolerances, and to guarantee an easy
assembly process. c) The gap is to be sufficiently
large, and the geometrical arrangement of the gap
(i.e. gap direction) is to be chosen adequately, in
order to maintain an appropriate incoming leakage
flow for refreshing the boundary layer. Determining
a suitable gap size and geometry, and finalizing the
rounding radii applied to the suction cone and to the
rotor inlet section, were subject to CFD campaigns.
The edges of the suction cone and the rotor inlet,
made of sheet metal, were also treated appropriately,
in order to further moderate flow separation.

with consideration of the guidelines documented in
standard [21]. The test rig selected by the Company
is a type “C” [21] ducted-inlet, free-outlet
configuration. In accordance with [8], such facility is
primarily assigned to determining the static pressure
rise as well as static efficiency. In addition, with
knowledge of the gas density, volume flow rate, and
cross-section of the pressure-side port of the fan, the
outlet dynamic pressure can be approximated, and
thus, estimation can be given to the total pressure rise
Δpt and total efficiency η , as presented in this paper.
The flow rate was measured in the inlet duct using a
throughflow orifice plate, with consideration of
standards [22-23]. The following relative errors were
estimated conservatively as representative mean
values over the actual measurement ranges for the
quantities playing role in the experiments. These
errors meet the instructions for the maximum
allowable uncertainties in [21]. Barometric pressure:
 0,2 %. Absolute temperatures:  0,2 %. Electric
input power to the driving motor:  2,0 %. Static
pressure upstream of the orifice plate, relative to
atmospheric; pressure difference on the orifice plate;
depression upstream of the fan, relative to the
atmospheric pressure: max.  0,2 %. Pressure rise: 
0,4 %. Volume flow rate:  1,5 %. Rotor speed:  0,2
%. Carrying out an error propagation analysis with
consideration of the guidelines in [21-23], taking the
„root-mean-square” propagation concept for the
relative errors into account (examples e.g. in [2122]), the following absolute uncertainties have been
estimated
for
the
dimensionless
global
characteristics presented in the paper. These absolute
uncertainties are valid at 95 % confidence level for
the operational range of  = 0,1…0,18 fulfilling the
design criterion of η  0.70. Absolute errors: for :
 0,003; for :  0,01; for η:  0,03.

4. MANUFACTURING AND TESTING OF
A REPRESENTATIVE FAN
Based on the design process outlined above, a
representative test sample of the new LDL fan family
was manufactured. The test sample, corresponding to
the fan of type identifier of LDL-k63, has the
following characteristics: D2 = 630 mm, nominal
rotor speed n = 1470 1/min, direct-driven by an 11
kW 4-pole asynchronous electric motor. The
photograph of the fan is shown in Figure 6.
The aim of manufacturing the test fan was to
experimentally justify the success of the design
process, to examine the aerodynamic characteristics
of the fan via global measurements, and, on this
basis, to establish an initial empirical basis for
characteristic and efficiency curves to be
incorporated in the commercial documentation of the
new fan family. For the global measurements, a test
facility was realized at the premises of the Company,

Figure 6. Photograph of the LDL test fan
Figures 7 and 8 present the measurement-based
dimensionless characteristic and efficiency curves.
In the figures, 4th order polinomials have been fitted
to the data points, by means of the least-squares
method.
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Figure 8. Measurement-based dimensionless
η() efficiency curve
The curves presented in this paper indicate an
upper limit of the measurements at  = 0,18. Such
limitation is predominantly due to the throttling
effect of the orifice plate, in absence of a booster fan.
Since an especial interest is to apply these fans at
increased specific flow rates, the measurement
methodology was necessary to be extended toward
higher  values, as will be discussed in a future
paper. The characteristic and efficiency curves
justify the appropriateness of the design method,
from the following perspectives. At the design flow
rate of D = 0,18, the fan fairly well realizes the
designed total pressure rise of D = 1,0. The
maximum of the efficiency curve is related to the
design point at D = 0,18, indicating that the design
process was successful also in terms of energy
efficiency, i.e. the design point is also regarded as the
best efficiency point. The obtained maximum
efficiency is significantly higher than the set
minimum design target of ηmax  0,70. The
operational range of 0.12 ≤  ≤ 0.18 exhibits 
values continuously decreasing with , ensuring
stable operation. In this range, the efficiency values
are fairly above η = 0,70, thus guaranteeing energyefficient operation, and meeting the Fan Regulation
[8] with a reassuring safety reserve.
Standard [24] specifies tolerance grades, to be
guaranteed by the fan manufacturer for its products,
with regard to assigned nominal values of the volume
flow rate, pressure rise, efficiency, and absorbed
power. Table 3 gives an overview of the tolerance
grades, according to [24]. The tolerance is negative

for the efficiency, and is positive for the absorbed
power; meaning that an efficiency deterioration and
power input increase is accepted – provided that the
fan also meets the tolerances specified for the
volume flow rate and pressure rise. If sheet material
is applied in fan manufacturing, with surface
protection, the standard a priori assigns the
expectable tolerance grade of AN4 to the products.
In the case of sheet material with special surface
protection enabling increased geometrical accuracy
– e.g. hot dip galvanizing –, the tolerance grade AN3
is also achievable [24]. Since the Company
manufactures its fans from sheet metal parts, the
tolerance grade AN4 is routine, or the stricter
tolerance grade AN3 may also be ambitioned in the
case of the new LDL fan family. This fits also to the
fact that the standard [24] assigns the tolerance
grades AN4 and AN3 to e.g. industrial fans operated
in process engineering under harsh (abrasive or
corrosive) circumstances.
If the measurements carried out on the test
sample fan are to be used for generation of the
commercial documentation of the LDL fan family,
using the fan scaling laws [5, 15-16], the following
considerations are to be made when determining the
reportable tolerance grades. a) Measurement errors,
as reported above. b) Reynolds number effects,
affecting the accuracy of scaling laws. c)
Manufacturing tolerances. Considering the reported
measurement errors, the Reynolds number effects,
and the manufacturing tolerances being usual in the
practice of the Company, the AN4 tolerance grade is
feasible as routine for the LDL family. For special
requirements,
necessitating
more
strict
manufacturing tolerances, the AN3 grade is also
achievable, upon demand by the customer. It is noted
herein that the strategy of the Company is striving to
satisfy the customers’ needs by allowing for only
positive tolerances for the volume flow rate and
pressure, i.e. overestimating the nominal duty point
in an optimistic approach, within the specified ranges
in the tolerance grade under consideration.
Table 3. Tolerance grades and tolerance
boundaries, in accordance with standard [24]
Quantity

Tolerance grade
AN1

AN2

AN3

AN4

Flow rate

1 %

2,5 %

5 %

10%

Pressure rise

1 %

2,5 %

5 %

10%

Efficiency

-1%

-2%

-5%

-12%

Power

+2%

+3%

+8%

+16%

In future applications of the fans manufactured
by the Company, the Industry 4.0 perspectives may
gather an increased importance, in the view that
smart factories may incorporate smart industrial air
technology and smart ventilation. Such systems are
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to be served by smart fans. Among others, as
described in [25], the smart features of a fan
incorporate smart condition monitoring, selfdiagnostics and intelligent maintenance against
contamination and erosion, e.g. via vibration and
acoustics measurements. As outlined in [25],
members of the new LDL fan family can be regarded
as candidates for implementing such smart features,
being in accordance with the vision by the Company.
The importance of smart condition monitoring for
the LDL family, coupled with smart operation and
maintenance, is emphasized by the fact that the solid
contaminants may cause erosion or deposit on the fan
components, and such negative effects can be
monitored e.g. via on-line vibration diagnostics.

together with the fairly good aerodynamic properties,
and resistance against solid contaminants, increases
the competitiveness of the fan family on the market.

5. SUMMARY
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